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SYNOPSIS 
FI.EDP (Fritz Laboratory ~xoerimental Data Processlnq) is 
a package of RASIC computer prnor~ms developed for a MINC 
11/23 Modular Instrument Labor~tory Computer. The package is 
a portable and versatile svstem designed for perform!nq 
computations, producino oraphic displays, monitoring 
laboratory processes, controllina experiments, and acquiring 
data. 
The program PLEDP is written mainly for use by reseach 
~orkers and students at the Prlt7. Engineering Laboratory of 
Lehigh University. It can he used to acquire, store, 
identify, calculate and oraphicallY display experimental 
structural test ~ata measured from strain gages, strain gage 
rosettes, and linear variahle 
(LVDT•s). 
displacement transformers 
A few additional individual and auxiliary proqrams are 
included herein for co~venlence sake to deal with data and 
file processing. 
1 
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All these programs w~re written in BASTC, because of its 
usefulness as a standard language tor microcomputer 
application. ~n initial ver~lon of the Program package was 
developed on the DEC-20 at the Lehigh University Computing 
Center. 
2 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose of the Program System 
For a complex strutural test, the data processing Is 
heavy and complicated, esoecially when hundreds of strain 
gages and other transducers must be measured and processed. 
Under varied loads, thous~nds of ctata items and results must 
be collected, stored, c~lculated, and graphe0. This process 
places a heavy premium on the researchers time. Therefore, 
using a laboratory comouter (MI~C-23), which can be kept at 
the investigators elbow in the office or laboratory to do .such 
work is valuable. It is conveni~nt, fast, and accurate. For 
these reasons the FLEOP oroqr~ms were develope~ to deal with 
data processing of structural tests on the MINC computer. 
1.2 Outline of Text 
The text contains three qroups of programs to perform 
data processing, as summarized In the following table: 
A. FLEDP Main Program and Overlays: 
1. F'LE:DP1.BAS 
2. FLEDP2.BAS(OVERL~Y) 
3. FLEDP3.BAS(OVERLAY) 
4. FLEDP4.BAS(OVERLAY) 
S. FLEDP5.BAS(OVF.RL~Y) 
6. FLEDP6.BAS(OVERLAY) 
7. F'(,EDP7.8AS(OVERLAY) 
3 
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B. Auxili~ry Programs for File Processing 
1. FL~DPB.BAS 
2. RDVIRT.BAS 
3. RnASCI.BAS 
4. DP.VICE.BAS 
5. RDLOAD.BAS 
6. RDDATA.BAS 
7 •. PRINTT.BAS and STOPRI.BAS 
c. Individual Programs for Manual Input and Processing 
1. BUDDGA.RAS 
2. ARMYGA.BAS 
3. PAC4AN.BAS 
Programs in Group A were written to record and process 
data collected from a B & F nata Acquisition System. The 
programs were planned to work with on-line data collection or 
with data previously stored on paper tape. Selected graphs 
can be produced either between input of toad points during 
testing or after all data have heen stored. 
Programs in Group A 3re a l~ngthy set used to· identify, 
calculate, store, dlsplav, and graph measured data and· 
results. Since the MINC p~ovides only 6000 words in the 
workspace. Using an RXTRA_SPAC8 statement increases the 
available workspace by 204R words. Therefore the FLEDP 
4 
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program was nivlded into 7 seqments which can be separately 
overlaid by using OV~RLAY statments to merge each segment with 
the m~ln program PLF.DP1 th~t resides constantly in the 
computer workspace. 
The second group, B-~Auxillary Programs, is used to form 
an identification file, tn lnout, to read, and to print part 
or ~11 of the data in a data fjle. Some programs also can be 
used to display any calculated results needed and to Plot 
graphs. 
The last group Involves three individual programs. The 
programs RUDDGA and ARMYG~ werP written to permit manual input 
of test measurements from instruments which could not be 
connected by wire to the MINC computer. Selected data can be 
type~ in manuallY during a test. After a load set is 
completerl, selected graphs and lists of results can be plotted 
or typed. (The initial version of thse programs was written 
and executed on-site durina a structural test--this indicates 
how easy it is to proaram in MINC BASIC.) PACMAN.BAS is a 
dummy program written to test revisions in the graphlna 
400.27 
features before they are installed in major operational 
programs. 
Chapter US8RSGUIDE•-"User•s Guide" explains briefly how 
each program may actuallY be used. In addition, a dummy 
example is given in detail in this chapter. Flowcharts and 
symbols are respectively attach~d as Appendix and Appendix • 
Pin~lly, listings of all the programs are qiven in Appendix • 
6 
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2. MAIN PROGRAM FLEDP1 AND ITS OVERLAY PROGRAMS 
The Fritz Laboratory Exoerimental Data Processina Proaram 
is controlle by a main proqr~m FLEDPl. Before running the 
program, the investigator must orepare a file of information 
about the TEST SETUP. This file will he described 1n the 
article about the auxiliarv proaram FLEDP8. Most of the 
processing in the program system involves creation and readinq 
of PILES for describlnq the test setup, storing raw data, 
storing calculated results, and oointlng to the correct place 
to store new added data. ~ach file will be ~lscussed In the 
article on OVERLAY FLEDP2, a pronram to initialize files and 
arrays. 
The program system is self-prompting. At several polnts 
in the program, "MENUs" of choices are listed allowing the 
user to select from possible courses of action. In OVERLAY 
FLEDP2, choices of mode of operation depend on whether the 
program is being executed during an experiment, after an 
experiment, or when testina is resumed after an Interruption. 
A special feature of the RASIC language used · in the 
7 
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progra111 system is the VIRTTTAIJ ARRAY F'It1~. 1\ vlrtual array 
allows nlrect read/write random access to data in a permanent 
file on disk. The array could he as large as available space 
on the nisk will permit rather th~n being limited to the much· 
smaller space available in central memory. 
Later explanations of parts of the program system will 
require some understandlnq of the MINC RA.SIC language 
convention for VARIABLE MAMES. All variable names must begin 
with a letter A to z. An optional second character can be a 
number 0 to 9. A suffix % Indicates an integer variable. A 
suffix S ln~icates a charActer string variable. Therefore, 
Al, Al%, and AI$ represent three different values for a real 
number, an integer number, and a character strtnq 
respectively. 
"'1ain Program F'J.,EDP 1. ..... Control 
OVERLAY FLEDP2 l.'nitlaliz!nq Flles anti Arrays 
OVERLAY. F'TJF.DP3 
--
Read and store raw data 
. OVERL.t\ Y F'LEDP4 Plottlng data assembly 
OVEHLI\Y F'J.,F.:DPS Plots of results vs position 
OVf.Rl~A Y F'IJEDP6 F'!x hard copies ot graphs 
OVf.Rld\ Y F'JJEDP7 ""\"" Calculate Rosettes, Stresses, 
ann Deflections 
8 
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2.1 Main Progra• FLEDP1 
Function: Control 
The main program contains procedures to begin operation 
and offers a choice of 9 nptlons for data processing. F.ach 
option is conne~ted with an OVERLAY statement leading to a 
specified statement number ln an OVERLAY program. The program 
also contains the procedures for printing key information on 
termination of execution. 
Additional Remarks 
A. D(SB%) is ~ virtual array in which all the results of 
data processing are stored. The size of the array D can be 
determined as follows: 
S8%=T4%*(4%+C4%-C3%+1%+6%*N\+N5%+N2%) 
here T4% Loa~ set counter 
C4%,C3% The hlohest and lowest channel number 
respectively 
Nt The number of Rosettes 
~5% The number of linear gages 
N2% The number of deflect:tons 
Currently in this program a rllmenslon of 0(6000) accomodates 
tension flange connection tests in Which there are about 50 
gages under 50 varied values of toad. The size of array 
0(58%) would be increased if more space were needed. 
9 
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B. 51(!%) is a setup array in which some setup 
information about deflections, rosettes, and linear qaqes ls 
stored. The size of Sl(I%1 is ~etermlned by 
I%=3%+7*(Nt1+5*(N~%)+N2%+2*N2% 
The meanings of the svmhnls are the same as above. A 
dimension of 51(200) was used in this program. 
c. The first line of each load set passed by the B & F 
system to the TAP~**.D~T file is called the calibration 
constant cos. In the proaram the user is requested to input 
it bY typing on the keyboard. 
D. Nine options are offered tor different situations 
which may occur in an experi~ental stress test: zero reading, 
read new data for a load point, reread, reset of gages, read 
next line, end of file, on line with 8 and F acqu1slt1on 
system, plot results, and chanqe print tlaqs. Each option 
connects with an OVERLAY proaram to perform some function of 
data processing. 
400.27 
2.2 OVERLAY • PROGRAM FLEDP2 
Function: Initializing Files and Arrays 
Reading initial con~ittons and file names, opening some 
files, storing data about the test setup in array 81, and 
defining the program operatinq mode are the main functions of 
FLEDP2. The overlay is catle~ automaticallY from FLEDPl if 
the user elects to run the main program. 
Additional Remarks 
A. Six file names arP re~d here as follows: 
"ROSE**.DAT"--ASC!I file containing information 
about ~ages in the test setup 
(especiallY rosettes). It must be 
create~ prior to running the program. 
"TAPE**.DAT"·-ASCTT file containing raw data imaqes 
of a Pllnched paper tape. 
"STOR**.DAT"••V!rtual array file which contains 
reduce~ data and calculated data. 
"SETO**.DAT"·-ASCII file which contains values of ke 
o~rametPrs when program execution is 
tPrminated normallY. The user must 
rename this file to be SETI**.DAT 
hefore executing the program aaain. 
~sETI**.DAT"•-AS~IT file which contains values of 
number of data Points previously 
collected and zero values for all 
aaaes for use in making graphs from 
previously stored information. 
"PLOT**.DAT"·-~ file for storing information for 
later nlots. 
B. Array S1 is £ormen from the "ROSE**.DAT" file. 
1 t 
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c. Four operating modes are offered; they are: "data 
input from paper tape", "data input from on-tine test", 
"resume interrupted on line test", and "graphs and 
calculations from previously stored test". 
2.3 OVERLAY••PROGRAM FLEDP3 
Function: Rea~ and Store Raw Data 
The overlay program FL~DP3 is entered when any of the 
-five options involving ~ata reading in FLF.DPt are selected. 
FLEDP3 has the following functions: 
A. Input the load number an~ the load value of a group of 
data into array C(I), and then store them into the virtual 
array D(S8%). 
B. To read, check, ~nd interpret a typical data line, 
then to calculate and store th~ strain value of each channel 
into the virtual array D(SA%). 
c. It has a subrouttne to process reset readings. The 
1? 
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channels reading mechanical qaaes which can be reset must be 
identified by the user. The the readings are recorded before 
and after the gages are re~et wlthout changing the load on the 
specimen. 
reading 
correct. 
The program automatic~llY calculates a revised zero 
so that calculated cumulative differences will be 
A.ddi tiona"! Remarks 
Since incomplete data sometimes occurs durinq tests due 
to operator error, a .routine to bypass an incomplete data set 
is included in this program. 
2.4 OVERLAY••PROGRAM FLEDP4 
Function: Plotting 
The program FI1EDP4 is used tor displaying and pr!ntinq 
tables of values and grachs. The overlay is entered when the 
"Plots" option is selecte~ in prnqram FLEDPl. Five options 
have been identified for clotting. Four of them can be 
performed in this Program. The options are: "load vs channel 
strain", "load vs deflection", "load vs rosette results", and 
"load vs single linear stress". The remaining option, "stress 
vs position" is conslder~1 tn oroqram FLF.nos. In the option 
on "load vs results", six kinds of results: (stress in X 
400.27 
direction, stress in Y direction, maximum shear stress, 
maximum principal stress, mint1mum principal stress, and the 
angle from X to maximum prtnc1Pal axisl are also considered. 
Additional Remarks 
All the kinds of results considered here use the same 
routine to plot a graph. The graphs have the following 
features: They can be small or large in height: they also can 
be of screen width or printer oage width; 12 types of graphs 
can be chosen from among the available options, e.q., point, 
shade, line, etc. The X and Y variables and coordinates can 
be exchanged to make a better qraph. There are also choices 
for labels, legend, and units. 
2.5 DVERLAY••PROGRAM FLEDPS 
Function: Plots of Results vs Position 
The overlay FLEDPS is invoked when the user chooses to 
plot "the results of data vs position" from the menu in 
FLEDP4. The options of position plots are as follows: 
Channel strain vs X or Y coordinate 
Single linear stress vs X or Y coordinate 
Rosette functions vs X or. Y coordinate 
Here the rosette functions include stress in the X and Y 
14 
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directions, maximum and mlnumum principal stress, and anqle 
from the X axis to the maximu~ Principal axis. 
2.6 OVERLAY••PROGRAM FLEDP6 
Function: Fix Hard Copies of Graphs 
This is a program to doctor ba,ic graphics so the line 
printer (LA34) hard copy includes alphanumerics of axis units, 
labels, and legend. The program is needed because of a 
systematic flaw in the MIWr RA~tc graph routine. The overlay 
is executed automaticallY whenever the user elects to send a 
graph on the screen to the Printer from either FLEDP4 or 
FLEDP5. Interactive questions allow the user to replace text 
mode axis labels with graPhic mo~e labels and add a legend to 
the graph before it is sent tn the hard copy printer. 
2.7 OVERLAY••PROGRAM FLEDP7 
Function: Calculate Rosettes, Stresses, and Deflections 
Overlay FLEDP7 is enterPd automaticallY after each 
complete valid set of channel readings is entered. Rosette 
stresses, linear gage stresses, and deflections are computed 
usinq the current channel strain values. All the results 
calculated are listed ~nd stored in file ST8R**.DAT through 
the D virtual· array. 
tS 
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Additional Remarks 
A. Formulas 
The formulas for comoutinq stress from strain rosettes in 
the program PLEDP are: 
-E-
F = 2(G6 + @g(m)G9) 
1 1-@g(m) 
-E-
F' = 2(G8 + @g(m)G6) 
2 1-@g(m) 
__ e:, ____ 
f = (2G7 - G6 ... GR) 
3 2(1+tag{m}) 
Here F = stress in gage t ~irection (Fig. 5-1) F = stress In 
p 
p 
1 2 
= 
1,2 
= 
1,2 
r +r 
-.1--2 
2 
gage 2 direction F = maximum stress of the 
3 
rosette point G6,G7,G8 = strain values of 
gages 1, ?, and 3 
?. ?. 
+ (F .. p ) + F 
... J. ... -2 1 
4 
maximum and minimum Principal stresses 
~g(q) = arctan(2@g(e) - ~q(e) - @g(e) ) * 2~ 
------~5------- 0 90 (@g(e) •@g(e) ) 19g(p) 
0 90 
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@g(q) = angle from princiPal axis to larger stress of gaae 
(F'ig. 5•2) 
If G6<G8, @q(q)• 
@g(q) 
= @a(q)•90 (Fig. 5-3) 
= @q(q)• 
@g(q) = @g(q) - 1' (F'tq. 5•4) 
1 t 
Here @g(q) = angle from princlpal axls 
1 
T = angle from X axis to o~qe t 
1 
s = (P +P + (P -P cos(2 
4 
-1--2 -.1--2 
2 2 
s = (P +P - (P •P cos(2 
5 
-1--2 -.1--2 
2 2 
s = (P -P sin(2 @g(a) ) 
0 -1--2 1 
2 
Here S = stress value in X axis 
4 
s = stress value in Y axis 
5 
ax: is 
!ag(q) ) 
1 
f<lg(q) ) 
1 
to X axis 
s = shear stress value perpendicular to X axis 
0 
1.7 
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B. Signs of Stress Components and Angles 
Sign conventions for stress components and angles are 
illustrated in fig. s-s. Tensile stresses are desiqnated 
positive and compressive strPsses are negative. Shear 
stresses are designated as positive when shears on faces 
perpendicular to the x direction tend to rotate a free body 
clockwise. 
Counterclockwise anqtes are desiqnated as positive. 
c. Units 
In this program, the value of the elastic modulus E as 
6 
entered has been divided bV to and the measured values of 
6 
strain have been multiplied bv tO , so the results calculated 
for stress are in units of psi. 
The readings of deflection are made with devices 
calibrated to read in ten-thousandths of an inch. The 
interactions between two or more devices connected so they can 
average out deflections are calculated using signed 
multipliers. The resultinq ~eflections are in units of 
18 
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inches. 
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3. AUXILIARY PROGRAMS 
3.1 FLEDP9 •• Create Fil~ Describing Test Setup 
The program is used to crPAte the file ROSE**.DAT, which 
stores test setup information needed for runninq proqram FLEDP 
to process the experimentAl d"ta. 
Before running this proqram, the user should assemble a 
list of information about the test setup. The information 
needed includes test identiflc~tlon and identification for 
rosettes, linear gages, an~ ~ef\ections. 
3.2 RDVIRT -- Read a Virtual Array File 
Listing contents of a virtual array is the purpose of the 
program. Because a virtual ~rrav file can not be read by an 
editing program or the TY0 E command, use of an auxiliary 
program such as this is necessary. The contents of a virtllal 
array file such as STOR*t.nAT are accessed and equated to a 
simple variable which is written into an ASCII file LIST.DAT. 
An ASCII file can then be read bv running qoASCI.BAS. In this 
way, all or part of a virtual array file can be examined and 
brought forth in hard copy form. 
20 
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3.3 RDASCI •• Read an ASCII Text File 
The program Is used to read and display an ASC1I file. 
Each line of a selected ASCII (American Standard Cone Por 
Information Interchange) file is displayed on the terminal. 
If the terminal is set to transMit to the printer, a harct copy 
is also generated. The pronr~m fs useful for obtaininq paper 
copies of the file LIST**.DAT which is translated from a 
virtual array file such as STnR**.DAT. It is also useful tor 
reviewing and obtaining copies of ASCit data files such as 
ROSE**.DAT, TAPE**.DAT, and Sf:T***.DAT. 
3.4 RDTAPE -- Read a Punched Paper Tape 
The program is userl to read and store on disk 
experimental data· that has been punched on paper tape by an 
~SR-33 teletype. Refore runnlna the program, the computer 
should be connected with a teletype on Which there is a oaper 
tape reader. .After runnlnq the oroqram, all the experimental 
data from the paper tape would be stored in an ASCII file 
TAPE**.DAT on a storage volume. 
400.27 
3.5 DEVIC& -- Test Communication Lines Between Devices 
When the ~INC computer is ~irectly connected on-line with 
a B & f data acquisition svstP.m and an ASR-33 teletype, the 
experimental data may be directlv stored into a data file of 
the computer while the teletvpe prints all the data. This 
program tests to see whether communication has been 
extablished between the ~tNr and the two devices before 
beginning to run the major data orocess!nq proqrams. 
3.6 RDLO~D -- Read and Print Load Numbers and Values 
Running this program is the simple way to read and print 
the load number and load values of a test. It is used if you 
only want to know the information specified as "loadp without 
having to Print all the data valtles in the file. 
3.7 RDD~TA -- Read and Print Lists of Selected Data 
Usually a large numher of results are storerl in the form 
of a STOR**.DAT file. By runn!nq this proqram you can read, 
display on the screen, and Print in tabular form selected 
parts of the data. The followinq options are offered iti this 
program. 
A. Under a certain selected load, it is convenient to 
2? 
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read and display all strains, all deflections, all results of 
a selected rosette or all stnqle linear stresses at the 
selected load. 
B. ' table of all loa~s versus a single selected stress 
component may also be aenerated. The selectable stress 
components are strain, deflection, linear stress, and resolts 
from rosette comPonents. 
3.8 PRINTT and STOPRI •• Turn Printer On or Off 
Commands are needed to instruct the computer to transmit 
text mode characters from the screen to the LA-34 graphic 
printer. 
Program PRINTT instructs the compute to beqin 
transmitting and also establishes top,bottom, and side marqins 
for the printed page. All text mode characters appearing on 
the screen thereafter will be transmitted to the printer~ 
Program STOPRt will instruct the computer to stop 
400.27 
transmitting to the graphic printer. 
An alternate pr!ntinq Program PRINTQ establishes a 1.5 
inch left margin for better appearance of £ollow1nq Printouts. 
24 
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4. INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS 
Special purpose programs were assembled to allow manual 
input of data in tests havlnq small numbers of readings or 
using gages which can not be connected directly to the MINC. 
The programs have been used on connection tests, beam tests, 
curved girder tests, and. industrial tests. 
4.1 BUDDGA.BAS 
This program is used to input data measured by a 
manually-balanced gage such as ~ Budd qag~. Then the data can 
be calculated and Plotted on the screen; it also can be stored 
into a virtual array. It is convenient to diSPlay test 
results immediately durina the test. For instance, this 
Program has been used in a heam•to-column connection test to 
control the processing. 
4 • 2 ARMYGA • B·AS 
Program ARMYGA was developed tor manual input of test 
measurements and to calculate and display the test results 
immediately. The test 
stored in a virtual file. 
results and calculated results are 
This Program has been use~ in a 
beam test for the Army Corps of ~ngineers. 
400.27 
4.3 PACMAN.SAS 
Program PACMAN plots a sine curve superimposed on a 
sloping straight line. The proaram has been used to test 
lmporvements on graph routines before they are incorporate~ 
into other programs. 
?.6 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is intended to provide brief information 
necessary to use the programs in the FLEDD svste~ on the MINC 
computer which is presently in use at Fritz Laboratory. The 
function of each program has already been described in the 
previous chapters. Here data files will be described and a 
dummy example will be given. For information related to use 
of the MINC, users should refer to the MINC--11 manuals which 
are catalogued in the Fritz Laboratory Library. 
5.2 PREPARATION FOR.TESTS 
Prior to conduct of a test or running a computer program, 
exact details of the test setup must be determined and 
assembled as data. The prooer execution of the computer 
programs depends on listinq soecific information in a certain 
order. 
The lowest and highest channel numbers that will be read 
on the B & F recorder must he identified. tn addition, 
information is needed on the channel numbers related to strain 
gages in rosettes and linear strain gages, as well as channel 
?.7 
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numbers related to LVnT•s (l,inear Variable Displacement 
Transformers). An orientation ~nqle and x and y coordinates 
of location are also use1 for ~ach rosette and linear strain 
gage to allow plotting of qaqe results versus position. Table 
5•1 gives a suggested arrangement of data for strain gages ano 
rosettes for a dummy examPle of an experiment. 
In calculation of deflections, two or more LVoT•s are 
usually involved in each deflection in order to average out 
the effects of· bending Rnd com~ensate for distortions of 
testing machines and test frames. Information is needed on 
how many channels and which channel are involved in each 
deflection calculation. Also needed is a signed multiplier of 
each channel reading which will allow the electrical readings 
ot gages to be converted into displacements of parts of th~ 
structure. Deflection calculations take the form: 
D = C R 
k 1 1 
+ C R 
2 2 
+ ••• + C R 
where 
D = deflection number k 
k 
1 1 
C = multiplier of chann~l 1 for deflection k 
j 
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R = cumulative chanqe in reading of channel j 
j 
Judicious use of combinations of gage readings and signed 
multipliers can Produce a variety of interpretations of 
displacements and rotations involved in any given test. Table 
5•2 lists the channel numbers ann multipliers related to three 
different deflection components which can he calculated from 
the readings of four deflection qages. 
Certain mechanical gaqes which have limited stroke may be 
reset during tests to allow gatherinq of further readings 
after the gages have run out of range. The channels connected 
to such gages must be identified so that the computer proqram 
can process the resets prooerly. 
The investigator should be sure to record the serial 
number of each laboratory instrument used on a test as well as 
Identifying Which channel was used to read the instrument. 
This is necessary because lnentlcal instruments often have 
different calibration factors needed as parftmeters in 
calculations. 
Once the information about A test is assembled, it can be 
used to create a file RnSE**.DAT either by text editinq or by 
execution of the program FLROPg. 
5.3 RUNNING PROGRAMS 
The first program to he run is FLEDP8.BAS which writes 
the details of the test setuo on a file ROSE**.DAT needed tor 
running other programs in the experimental data processing 
system. 
At this point, the experiment can be conducted and the 
data recorded either off-line on punched paper tape or on•line 
using the MINC computer. If the experiment is conducted 
off-line, the program RPTAP~.RAR should be executed to store 
the raw data on a disk file TAP~**.DAT. 
The main program system FL~DP1.BAS is executed either to 
30 
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collect data on-line from ~n exneriment or to process raw data 
previously copied from A oaoer tape. Once data for the 
complete experiment have been Processed and stored, program 
PLF.DPl.BAS can be used to create plots selectively. 
The smaller programs RnLn~n.BAS and RDD~TA.BAS can be run 
to produce selected tables and araphs. 
Instructions for runninq the programs will be given in 
the following sections alona with samples of output from the 
programs. 
In describing dialoa between the computer and the user, 
the symbols C: for computer and n: for user will be given 
preceding the lines. These sy~bols will never appear in 
actual execution. 
31 
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Forming File ROSE**.OAT •• Proqram FLEDPB.BAS 
To prepare for runnlnq any Program, the user should first 
issue a DIRECTORY com~and to assure that the program is 
present anct that no filenames are present with names that 
would be duplicated by the current run. Valuable files could 
be lost or destroyed if duolicatP names ,are tlsed. 
To permit systematic assianment of filenames, a two-digit 
number such as 01, tor Test 1, is imbedded at the position ** 
in filenames ROSE**.DAT, TAPE**.DAT, STOR**.DAT, SETO**.DAT, 
SETI**.DAT, and PLOT**.DAT. 
in use, another number 
Tf the desired number is already 
shouln be selected, or else the iob 
should be run on a separate disk. 
The terminal should be set to type in upper case letters 
by depressing the CAPS LncK key. Otherwise, the Y and N 
answers to questions might not hP. recognized. 
The program can be run as follows: 
12 
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C: READY 
r.T: DIR SY1: 
C: fl,EDP8. BAS 
ROSE01.DAT 
ROSE02.Dl\T 
U: RUN SY1:FLEDP8 
The computer will then prompt the user with a series of 
questions as shown in Fig. 5•7. The first seven questions 
determine the two-digit test number, project number, test 
date, test number (as specified by the investigator), lowest 
and highest channel numbers, Young's mudulus E of the 
material, and Poisson•s ratio. The next three questions 
request the number of deflections,number of three-branch 
rosettes, and number of linear channels to be analyzed s!nqly. 
The computer then cues the user through the appropriate 
number of steps to store data about all the rosettes, linear. 
gages,· and deflections. 
For each rosette, the rnsette number Is requested 
followed by the channel numbers in counterclockwise order for 
11 
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the O•deg, 45-deg, and 90-~ea legs of the rosette. Then the 
angle counterclockwise from the rosette is requested. Finally, 
the x and y coordinates of the rosette location are requested. 
For a large number of rosettes, ~he process becomes tedious, 
but all data must be filled in. 
Following the rosettes, information is requested about 
the linear gages. Some linear aages may actually be sinqle 
branches of a multi-branch rosette, but the complete 
information should again be fed in if this is ~rue. For each 
linear gaqe, the user will he prompted to type the channel 
number, the angle of the qaqe with the reference axis, and the 
x and y coordinates of the qaqe. 
Finally, the program req11ests the number of deflections 
again and then prompts the user for the information on each 
deflection. The information ls the number of channels used 
for the given deflectinn and then the channel number and 
signed multiplier for each channel. 
34 
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Fig. 5-Bprovides a listing of the ROSEOO.D~T file 
resulting from a rlummy example. Fig. 5-3 explains the 
sequence of the ROSS**.DAT tile as an aid in understandlna or 
~aking modifications to the comouter programs. 
C~py Paper Tape -- Program RDTAPE.BAS 
When an experiment has been conducted w1thout connecting 
to the MINC, the results will he stored on a paper tape which 
can be copied to disk by usina nrogram RDTAPS.BAS. Roth the 
paper data tape and a "trailer" tape punched with the slnale 
word END should be ready before the program is run. 
The output plug of the tape reader is connected to the 
110 baud converter attached to serial line unit SLUl of the 
MINC. Then it is time to run the program. 
J5 
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C: READY 
U: RUN RDTAPF: 
C: Program to Read Paper Taoe from Teletype ASR-33 
Type the Name of the File to be Stored in the 
Form SYl:TAPE**.nA~ 
U: SYt:TAPEOO,.DAT 
C: The Program May Terminate With an Error. 
In Ready Mode Type CLOSR to Save the File 
START the paper taoe reader 
U: (Pushes the S'ART switch on the pacer tape reader,.) 
C: (Lists the data be!nq copied on the screen) 
C: THE TAPE SHOULD B~ FINtSHEO NOW 
READY 
IJ: CLOSE 
There is a dPfinlte possibility that the tape reading 
operation may end with an error and result in the system being 
put into the READY mode. The user should immediately type 
This will close all ooen files and preserve any data 
which have been successfullY preserved. 
The file TAPEOO.DAT resulting from thls program is an 
ASCII file which can be d1.splayed either bV the TYPF. 
SYl:TAPEOO,.DAT command or by running proqram RDASCI. One 
advantage of program RDASCT Is that it counts and numbers the 
lines. J\ sample pr.tntout of 'T'I!.PF:OO.DAT Is qiven in Fig,. 5•6,. 
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Running FLEDP1 -- The Main Proqram 
Execution of the data orocessing proqram system beqins 
with the command RUN SY:FLEDP1. The proqrams FLEDP2 throuqh 
F'LEDP7 are automaticallY called from FLEDPl by OVERLAY 
commands. Before running, the u~er should assure by a DIR 
command that all the programs are present as well as the data 
file ROSE'**.DAT for the partlcnlar experiment. In addition, 
the file TAPE**.DAT must b~ present 1£ the results were 
previously stored on paper tape. 
C: 
U: 
c: 
u: 
C: 
U: 
READY 
F:XTRA-SP.Il.CE 
••• Are you ready to have the workspace erased? 
y 
READY 
RUN SY1:FLEDP1.RA~ 
Fig. 5•9 gives a sample run of the proqram. The initial 
page shows the consequences of torqettino to issue the 
l 
f.XTRA-SPACE command. After the extra space is opened, the 
program is able to run successfully. 
~--... -----------
1 
Note the underline _ which is used In some MINC commands 
instead of a hyphen -. 
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Plot 
If all the results are already tn data files,it is 
convenient just to choose option "plot" to dlsplay graphes. 
Reading and printing data 
Since rea~ing and prlntinn nata in virtual array must be 
used BASIC, so program RnVTR1', RDASCJ, RDLOAD and RDDATA are 
made specially for readina and Printing. And RDLOAD and RDDATA 
can print specified results of test which you only need to 
know. 
5.4 TABLES AND: FIGURES 
DUMMY EXAMPLE. 
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PROJECT 
469 
Table 5•1: 
TEST NIH•!RER 
: 469-TO 
. 
• 
GAGE tnF.NTIFICATION TABLE 
NO. nF ROSETTES 
: 3 
. 
. 
·: CALIRFIATION 
CONSTANT 
: 0001070820 
~~--•~------~-••••ww•••••~-----·~•-~••••••-~•-~---~------~~~--
Hosette . Channel Numhers • Anqle • Coordinates • . .
Number =~---------------~------: Theta • X y . 
• NI.J • NI NP • ( deg.) : (tn) :(in) • . . 
--~----~-----~-----------------~---·-----~--~---~------~-~--~-1 . 4 . 5 : 6 : 90 8.0 :-5.75 . . 
2 . 9 . 1. 0 . 14 . 0 • 5.0 :-5.75 . . . . . 
3 • 11 . 12 . 11 . 0 • 2.0 :-5.75 • . . . • 
============================================================== 
Linear 
Gage 
Number 
:Channel: 
:Mumber : 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Angle 
Theta 
( deg.) . . 
Coordinates 
X y 
(in) :(in) 
----~---------~--------------~-~----------------~---~---------1 
2 
. 
. 7 
B 
: 
: 
• 
• 
. 
. 
0 
90 
• . 
. 
. 
B.O 
s.o 
. 
• 
. 
. 
5.75 
5.75 
Lowest Channel Number = o : Hlqhest Channel Number = 14 
The Next Available Array Nu~ber = 369 
19 
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Table 5•2: 
Number of Deflections = 3 
D = C R 
k 1 l 
+ C R + 
2 2 
• • • 
D~Ft~CTION GAGE TABLE 
+ c n 
1 i 
--~--~-~---~---~-~--------~---~--·--·----~-----~--~------~-~~ Deflection 
Number 
k 
1 
• .
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
• 
Number of 
Channels 
j 
2 
• . 
: 
: 
: 1. 
:?- • . 
Channel 
Numbers 
R 
1 
000 
001 
• 
• 
. 
. 
• 
• 
: 1 
:2 
Signed 
M 1J1 t i p 11 e r 
• . 
. 
. 
c 
1 
+0.,5 
-o .. s 
---·~------~----------·---------~----------~~-------~-~------~ 2 
3 
. 
. 
. 
• 
: 
. 
. 
3 
2 
: 1 
:2 
:3 
:1 
:2 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
. 
. 
000 
OOt 
002 
002 
003 
: 1 : 
:2 
:3 
: 1 
:2 
• 
• 
• 
• 
... o.s 
+0.5 
+1.0 
+J.O 
+1.0 
============================================================== 
Total r-Jumber 
That Can be 
of Gages 
Reset : 
Channel 
That 
Nu111bers of Gages 
Can Be Reset 
-~--~----------·---·--------------------··-·------·----~------4 : 000,001,002,003 
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Figure 5•1: 
Figure 5•2: 
Three Gages of P. Figure 5•3: Angles if C6 < G 
Angles if G6 > G Figure 5•4: Angle Between Pr 
Axis and Reference Axis 
4t 
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Figure 5•5: Signs of Stress Components and Anqles 
Figure 5•6: Tl\PP.OO.DAT f.ile 
Figure 5•7: Runnlna Program FLEDP8.BAS 
Figure 5•8: RnSEOO.DAT file 
42 
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Line~ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Table 5•3: Sequence of a ROSB**.DAT File 
Q:~: File Names for the P~rticular Test 
Name of Rosette Data File 
Name of Tape Data File 
Name ot Virtual Array Storage File 
Setout Data File at End of Run 
Setin Data File to Resume Program 
File to Save Plottlnq Lists and Tables 
&:a: Identification 
Project Number 
Date of Test 
rest Number 
of Particular Test 
Line~ 9:1i: Constants for Particular Test 
9 Number of Lowest Channel to Re Read 
10 Number o~ Highest Channel to Be Read 
11 Modulus of Elasticity for First Material ex to ) 
12 Poisson•s Ratio of First Material 
13 Number of Deflections 
14 Number of 3•Gage Rosettes 
15 Number of Linear Gaqes 
G~QU~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
G~QU~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
QL l Line~ Qe~ aQsette 
Rosette Subscript 
Channel Number of First Gage (Counterclockwise) 
Channel Number of Secon~ Gage (45 deg) 
Channel Number of Third Gage (90 deq) 
Reference Angle of First Gage 
x Coordinate of Rosette Axis 
y Coordinate ot Rosette ~xis 
Q£ ~ Li~e~ ~e~ Linea~ Caae 
Lin~ar Gage SubscriPt 
Channel Number of Gaae 
Reference Angle of Gaqe 
x Coordinate of Gaae 
y Coordinate of Gaqe 
O~e G~QU~ E~ual tQ ~umbeL Q£ Oeflec~~Qn~ 
1 Number of Channels Used ~or Defle~tion J 
2 Number of Channels Used for Oeflectlon 2 
• • • • • 
n Number of Channels Used for Deflection n 
G~QU~~ Q£ 2 Li~e~ ~e~ lle£lectiQn C~annel 
1 Channel Number of Gaae44 
2 Signed Multiplier nf ~aae 
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Figure 5•9: Running main program 
Figure 5•10: STOROO.DAT file 
Figure 5•11: DISPLAY GR~PHS 
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I. APPENDIXES 
•',• 
I .1 Flow C.harts 
1.2 SYMBOLS 
Symbols in Program FLEDPl.BAS 
AS Input string 
AlS Answer (Y or N) 
A2S Answer (Y or N) 
A3 Calculation term for rosettes 
A4 Calculation term--maximum shear stress 
B Calculation term--aver~qe stress 
Bl Calculation term for rosettes 
B3S String " (blank) " 
B% 
Calculation term for rosettes 
C(100) Array storage for reanjnqs 
C$(10) Temporary location for string values 
cos Calibration constant (string) 
C1% Lowest channel number 
C2% Highest channel nllmber 
.- C3% Lowest channel number 
C4% Highest channel number 
Mi 
400.27 
C5% Channel number helna checked 
C6% Location of first value of a aiven readlna in the D 
virtual array 
C7% 
C8 
C9 
C9% 
Dl 
D9 
0(6000) 
E 
F~l 
Reset channel 
Zero reading 
Channel number for clotting linear stress 
Current reading 
Zero denominator test value 
Virtual array 
Modulus of elasticltv 
Strain value 
E3% Number of rosettes or linear gages in a plotting 
group 
E4%(50) 
E:S%(50) 
86%(50) 
F'l 
F'2 
F'3 
F'$ 
F'l$ 
Array to store subscript numbers of rosettes or 
linear gages in a arnuo for plotting 
Stnlin channe 1 number in a group 
F'irst address for a set of results in virtual array 
Calculated term for rosettes 
Calculated term tor rosettes 
Calcttlated term for rosettes 
String form in which filenames are defined 
TAPE**•DAT file 
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F2$ Virtual array file 
F3$ ROSP.**.DAT file 
F4$ S8TO**.DAT file 
FS$ SETI**.DAT file 
F6 PLOT**.DAT file 
G6 First gage readina of a rosette 
G7 second gaqe rea~inq of a rosette 
G8 Thir~ gage read1nq of ~ rosette 
I For loop index 
1% For loop index 
Il% 
J For loop index 
J% For loop index 
J4% J4%=J%+4% 
K 
K% Number of channels for a selected deflection 
Kl% FOR loop index 
K2% Increment for a comolete data set in virtual array 
K3% Increment which locates data sets after the first in 
virtual array 
L2 REAL version of last reading of a RESET channel 
Ll% Option selection 
L2% Option select16n 
4R 
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L3% Option selection 
L4% Option selection 
LS% Option selection 
Nl Number o£ rosettes 
N3 New zero reading 
N9 REAL version of new reading 
N%(100) Stored channel number 
Nl% Total number of channels which can be reset 
N2% Total number of deflections stored per set 
N4% One l.ess than total number of B & P channels 
NS% Number of linear qaqes 
N6% Channel number for. first gage of a rosette 
N7% Channel number for. second gage of a rosette 
N8% Channel number for third gage of a rosette 
Pl Maximum principal stress 
P2 Minimum principal stress 
P6% Load number selected tor plotting 
P$ Flag for debug PrJntinn 
P6$ Strina value reoresent1ng load number for a plot 
P7$ Selection of coordinate x or y 
PB$ flag for sendina plotting results to printer 
P9$ Flag tor print!na debug information during plot 
preparation 
400.27 
0 
Ql 
Ql% 
Q2% 
03(50) 
Q4(50) 
Q5(50) 
R1 
R2 
Rl%( ) 
R2% 
R3% 
R7% 
R8% 
R8 
R9 
so 
51(200) 
52 
53 
S4 
ss 
Angle between first aaqe and principal axis 
~ngle between x axis and principal axis Ql = Q + 
@g(p) 
Address of the first load number tn virtual array 
Address of the first load value in virtual array 
Load numbers stored for plottlnq 
Load values stored for plotting 
Result values stored for plotting 
Array of channel numbers for reset channels 
Channel number of a selected reset channel 
Plag which indicates whether or not a reset has been 
made 
Counter 
Counter 
Calculation term for rosettes 
Calculation term for rosettes 
Shear stress (tau xv) 
Setup array 
Si9ned multiplier for deflections 
Stress in x direction 
Stress in y direction 
400.27 
S6 Single linear stress 
S7 Deflection 
57% Temporary location 
58% Counter for virtual array 
S9% Temporary location 
Tl Angle between first qaqe and x axis 
T2% Load number to he nlotted 
T4% Load set counter 
UlS Plag for short prints 
v Poisson•s ratio 
Wl% li.ddress of rosette nllrnber which woulrJ be plotted 
X$ 
Xl$ segment of readinq which contains channel number 
X2S Segment of readlnq which contains data value 
Xl$ segment of readina which contains multiplier 
Y% 
Y2% 
Z(100) 
Zl 
Array of zero val'Jes 
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Symbols ln Program FLEDP8.BAS 
AS 
Al 
C3 
Cl.% 
C2% 
N1(20) 
N2 
N6 
tO% 
N3 
N4 
NS 
Rl 
R2 
R3 
Answer (Y or N) 
Angle between first channel and local reference axis 
Channel number 
Lowest channel number in the exoerlment 
Highest channel number in the experiment 
Number of channels for a deflection 
~umber of deflections in the experiment 
Number of three-hranch rosettes ln the experiment 
Number 
They may 
rosette. 
of linear 
lncluc'!e 
channels 
channels 
to be read separately. 
which are part of a 
First channel number tor a rosette 
Second channel n11111ber for a rosette 
Third channel number for a rosette 
Rosette number 
x coordinate of location of a rosette or linear gage 
y coordinate of location of a rosette or linear gage 
I.3 PROGRAMS 
"PP~:~ . 
Co,o ie-s ""f -prounL~s ~ be. t:JbkA.,.~ec/ h..:t J,'-sfi~ 
fAtwr "" fA-e.... L. A!> '1- 'Pr;,fe.,.. ':l:>/l""~c~ .f:.rd~ 
+Ae. f/tJ~J"i~s~ !=I..EDP~. BAS 
-;rx R *'• BA-S tut..l f/J~r trkd ,c, -I?'JC-1-
0 
. ~ 
' . 
'Jf/D"PRD. 8.4S -- ~riJ'~I {p_ASolen) '?l"rr!rf!A.wt ro 
---~'~pwf:ol~~-c~/G'b'oMS7 ._ ... t>/ 
--.-- ---·--
·---~"',.O.---=h,-=--piob._. _____________ _ 
·-------·--·-- ····------·--- ----------- --·------- -- -·--- -----· - ·-·-·-- ---··-------·-·-----·-------- --- ---· ___ ... _ 
___________ r..H.J? PG&..~.. a,+s_ -~- c-~~r..~:""f:_Pr.~_c_f:J-~_h __ ,~I1_JC-'t_f--______ __ _ 
- ·-·-------- -- -- - ..... ·-- Jo.h..-;1 ~r::r:.ru...f::. _d~fa.;r_ --~,J_ __ kJ~.---- - - -··-
··· _ __ ____ __ _ __ .... . _ _ _ ___ C.lit./e._ t.t.k..f;:o n.s_. ____ I-1:: /~ _.£~-/o~ ___ fa. ____ . __ _ 
___ ____ _ _ __ . _ I'Yt~f~ ,a.kfs._ __ . __ ( T.k~r-~- .,_,.e_ _$_o~Jt.=--~ rre,.&) __ __ _ 
-- C .... r~~ r fn>.J ,..._..., _ -fo_ ,._e lt'.i ~~- rf£~ Jb 
Q...,.. J WI.-. h.- /) lo h. ( T1t ,___'!'_~,~·)fi-r·~ <?J, 
-1-k.. m ~ ,., "( /,-s f 11. ~ ('> J ~- ~ ,-r tJ_ ~-f~ 't!. . .,. ) -
___ .... A_~CII ";p..j-p__ J;, '/e s _ . ( ~v. bet- ~aJ b;·~~;_-~,_.~'fd/1-)_ 
:::ri-ID SET; D4.T -- (),..,,~~/ I./e.. ~;.;/fit .se f"'-{J- doft._ _ .fo.r-
bQI-h hsls a. s o~e-. 
':r/-lb..SE-J.. .:P,fT-- C~rrt.,f -h·le_ ~lfh s~ f""tp. oi.A~ ~r 
-re~f- ~ • .L 
TJ-/J)Sf2 • .JiA.r-- C'-'-rre...,_f· -h'!e w//1, s~ly ,/_.f~ fo,. 
/e;,f M .. Z 
--A k!t./sl;"'j flte. mosfre.ctL_I-r~s~l/.s 
~f r~:;1-J a.. v;_rf~~t .fJ.rr:~.y _ M f.le, 
.• k 
;~···-:~-..;, .. -
____ 1/irf....,J 'I2oJb. ble.s; (C.." o .. ~ be. re..J ll:J l<bvtei) 
__ · ___ -:rHJJRMM~A-r-- R~ ~ 6t both -h-sti~et.~.s __ 
_ :.____ _____ ~~te.. Ti_sl- of 19 /~ seh_,__ __ _ 
. __________ ---------~-(.,,.ll!!::~~o"""'=.so..L-...::~~rro.£J /., les f ~.,___) ____ _ 
_____________ _ "!:!!-!' .5.~ L--~-:PA:r=_-: __ ~ __ f?~_ .'-!!.!!t~ __ __ f!_t_ _n_~_t ___ .t __ (8. __ h~~----- ___ _ 
------ -·· ... -. .. . -·-··$.~b) ~..s _g,.,_e,._ n.xb. (fro/,ably~k)-
-- _-_---_-_:~-- · ---tJ:!i? Fi 2_ -l!~i · -:_ ~ ----~ __ i!_~i~-. ---~--f~:yj-~i~i--a,~ ~,._J -~~~+s )_:~--~---
-------- - et_,_, ·- .tJ ~e.,. __ -~_sf; __ (1/ee,Js __ revt:St~v . 
--. 
-------- ·-~-- ---- ------------ -. -- -· -- --
~H1),1f-NS. J)A-1 -- A1tSw4-r J),.;f..._ oP· b.f~- _ ~J~~ C.$ 
o_Ae fe~f; Er rtPr .J ;., Tesl- 2. • .1>4 e~ 
~~tof·_ ~~-- c.~le~fo._f;-.?~.s ~:f),_ 
.. __ f:.~ ~l 's. ... ~ +a r;,t.t.~Jtt J ~ - - -------- ··- -·· . 
- - -. - -- -- . -- - . - -
7J7·1JJ,fNJ.~'PA-T - - 4~tsw.~ er· l/,._~ of "1'e; f- .1 ~i f4 
r e. v, ·,. e.e{ c a..lc lA.. kfi 't? .-, ..f:o r,..._ t.-t I ~J4' 
~1-1 DltN ~ :l't+l- - Al'ts~~-,... ::t>t;;t_~ o..f- /e 'f 2. •.. -
(~ t- Je.f- t:: 4 lr ~A/~feJ) . 
.'· .. 
. ·-- . - - .. 
-· 
____ . __ fA f,~f,fy froq h s _____ ____ . -- -- --- --- ·-· -- ----- · -· - --
"' 
. i4 U C fiL P.ll L P- ~ "'];; t':J ';;;L ;:Sfl~~:;:t 'l"::. 
.. 7((1 NTT; 8A-S -- T~ryz o--t fl..e tor,~ -1-t:Lr w,' 1-h 
/o:H-,__'7/'"'- c.,/_......_., f. • /i; -/y~Je... 
h.~f, .. 
_. -pRINIG.. BA-S-- T~l"l_ ~.'1. f~ ;cr, .. Ah_ r· w,' 1-t, 
/eff,,,,.,u~ ,), eo/w,.,n 18, '"7; fJ fE 
h.<f, 
SIOPRI, SA--$--~r, of~._ nKf· ~J~ of 
(Jr,-., "kr. A-1> w d· e.._"'- f r•"" t-
'any;fts, 
__ -____ IJ.:t;_i,'/'1 '?JtA.~ CCcv.trA-~1- --------------
..... __________ ~_,22_~/gr._J3JI-S -- ffe...4A-~ir~£....L~ ___ (,~---------
-- ____ __ _ ___ q_,__J~s~~~.£,:cs..La.r~- ~r:,., ___ _ 
_____ _________ _ ____ .fp ___ 4: __ J~.'"3-~-Lb~,.,_..}_a_r~----------- ------
- . ____ fe._r:"!' • Ir_c,-~_$ ___ evt_ A-SCJ.r 
/..!~- __ I..J5'7;I>Ai':"_w_A,d, ~- J,_e__ 
~ ,/;,-,J/1~ - .. 
RI)A-~, Bt#-- !<e.ad o..-,.. Asc.r .r __ £-/I e._~ 
CPYv11(~ BAS-- TO ~s-h-r v~/t..t_e_~ 6'1 
s(,A.b~r/~f- ~ ~ ..... ~/,~t.r f-n-~ 
o ... e.. v.'rfv.._ ... { ~>:-rro....t ·fde.- -h 
a...~o fh.e...r, 
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